
 

 
 
 
 

November 2017 

Night work on Narellan Road and M31 Hume Motorway 
interchange, Currans Hill from Saturday 2 December 2017 

The Australian and NSW governments are funding the Narellan Road 
Upgrade between Camden Valley Way, Narellan and Blaxland Road, 
Campbelltown. 

Roads and Maritime Services is delivering this important project to reduce congestion and to improve 
safety and travel times. As part of this upgrade, the Narellan Road Bridge over the M31 Hume Motorway 
is being widened.                                                                                                                                                        

Some of the bridge widening work will take place at night between 8pm, Saturday 2 December and 
9am, Sunday 3 December 2017, weather permitting. During this work, temporary detours will be in 
place. 

We have included a map to show the detours and location of the work. 

How will the work affect you? 

Our work may be noisy and include extra lighting, however we will make every effort to minimise the 
impact on residents including completing noisier work earlier in the night and directing lights away.  

Traffic changes  

Heavy vehicles will not be able to turn right onto Narellan Road eastbound from the M31 Hume 
Motorway northbound off-ramp and will be detoured via Camden Valley Way, Anderson Parade, Anzac 
Avenue and Hartley Road. 

For safety reasons, a reduced speed limit of 40 kilometres per hour will be in place on Narellan Road 
while work takes place. These traffic changes may cause some delays and motorists are advised to 
allow extra travel time. 

Please keep to the displayed speed limits and follow the direction of traffic controllers and signs. For the 
latest traffic updates, you can call 132 701, visit livetraffic.com or download the Live Traffic NSW App. 

Contact 
If you have any questions, please contact our delivery partner, Seymour Whyte Constructions, on             
1800 720 146 or narellan_community@seymourwhyte.com.au. For more information on our projects, 
visit www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roadprojects. Thank you for your patience during this important work.  

  



 
 
 
 

Location of work and detours 

  


